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COYOTE
AVL's Coyote is a versatile memory programmer plus a 3-projector dissolve. Designed for professional shows, it enables simple to
complex sequences to be programmed in leisure time on its flexible keyboard. The Coyote's keyboard features tactile response points
instead of separate keys. Since the Coyote is a memory programmer with a 900-cue storage capability, a show can be down-loaded
from magnetic tape. A fully alpha-numeric display line shows the cues and commands being entered, as well as special conditions such
as verify, load, save and standby.

FEATURES
Magnetic Tape Jacks-FICA-type jack for input of data to Coyote and RCA{ype jack for outputting data to magnetic tape for program

creition and storage. When used as a playback module, it may be used to "daisy-chain" up to five Coyotes, Super Doves or Dove

X2s

and one X-.1 5 or Super X-15 per audio channel (Data line).
LED Cue Display-12-digit, alpha-numeric, LED display. Displays cue number and cue information as well as special conditions (verify,
load, save, and standby).
Projector LEDs-One for each of three projectors. lndicate when projector lamp is lit.
S20 LED-lndicates 20 cue per second operation.
Mag Tape LEDs-Green when receiving data, red if bad data information has been detected (when Positrak resyncs show, red LED goes
off).

Projector Control Cords-Provide control of projectors (Forward, Reverse, and Lamp On/Off).
Remote Cue Socket-Provides Cue list forward and Cue list reverse. Also provides connection for TTL output programmed using left
auxiliary command.

Available Dissolve/Alternate Speeds-1 ,2,4,6,8, and 16 (plus cut, hard cut, alternate and fast alternate).
Sequence 2/3 Switch-Allows Coyote to operate with either 2 or 3 projectOrs connected.
Positrak On/Off Switch-Positrak locks your program to the audio track and will automatically resync your show if a tape error occurs
or if the tape is fast wound to a new position in your show.
44 Color-Coded, Tactile Response Keypoints.
Memory Commands-Save, load and verify
Programming Commands-Home, treeze, projector forward, cue speed, hard cut, fast alternate, cut alternate, and dissolve.
Animation/Sequence Commands-Blink, smooth, wait, repeat, go, and stop.
Operation Commands-Clear, reset (turns projector lamps off , returns cue list to line 1, and homes projector trays), add cue, delete
cue, run, single step/esc, reverse cue, cue, and standby.
(Continued on back page)
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(Continued from lront page)

Numeric Entry-Keypad digits 0-9, "." decimal point, and X.
Assign Screen-Places the Coyote in "playback only" mode and allows the selection of a screen
number. (This feature is only useful with programs generated on AVL programmers using PROCALL 5
software which is capable of generating data for shows larger than three projectors.)

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Requirements: AC 110220 Volts (externally selectable), 50i60 Hz.
Power Consumption: 30 watts (not including projectors).
Projector Lamps: Standard version: 1 10 VAC, 300 watts maximum S-AV verslon: 24 YAC,250 watts maximum.
Magnetic Tape (Data): Line Level XLR and RCA jacks. Time Division Signal. Multiple pass with CRC and Positrak
for reliabilily.

'Auxiliary Rating: 100 millisecond logic level output,

5 Volt maximum. Pin 1 (positive) and pin 5 (ground), Kodak female EBY
plug, (included in remote jack).
Dimensions: Height-3%" (8.26cm)Width-12%" (32.07cm) Depth-8%' (20.96cm) (not including cables). S-AV version Note: projector
connectors include extra electronics for higher lamp draw.
Weight: (including cables) Standard version:5 lbs. 6 oz. (2.44k9) S-AV version:6 lbs. 4 oz. (2.84k9).
Origin: Manufactured in the U.S.A.
Specifications subiect to change without

notice.

\

FX-2
AVL s FX-2 gives professional results from a two-pro1ector, real-time programmable dissolve. The FX-2 can also be placed in a

continuous mode that will execute cut/dissolves with appropriate waits between each transition. Buggedly designed for professional
performance, the FX-2 has all the features you need to create and play back special effects with confidence.

FEATURES
Magnetic Tape Jacks-RCA-type jack for input of data to FX-2 and RCA-type lack for outputting data to magnetic tape for program

creation.

Projector LEDs-One for each of two projectors. lndicates when projector lamp is lit.
Mag Tape LEDs-Green AMP LED when receiving data, red ERR LED if bad data information has been detected (when Positrak resyncs
show. red LED goes off).
Projector Control Cords-Provide control of projectors (Forward, Beverse, and Lamp On/Off).
Remote Cue Socket-Provides CUT, 2-SECOND DISSOLVE, REVERSE DISSOLVE, and when used with Kodak EC-2, hand control or
equivalent.
16 Programming Keys
Programming Commands-Home, lreeze, projector forward, pro.jector reverse, home, cut, no advance, and dissolve.

Animation Command-Blink, step.
Available Dissolve/Alternate Speeds-1 ,2,4,6,8, and 16 (plus cut and alternate).
Positrak On/Off Switch-Positrak locks your program to the audio track and will automatically resync your show if a tape error occurs
or if the tape is fast wound to a new position in your show. Note: FX-2 uses a special "real time" version of Positrak that outputs only
with each command to allow easier editing.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Requirements: Standard version: AC 1 10 Volts 50/60 Nz S-AV version: AC 220 Volts 50/60 Hz.
Power Consumption: 40 watts (not including projectors).
Projector Lamps: 24-110 VAC, 1200 watts maximum..
Magnetic Tape (Data): Line Level RCA jacks. Time Division Signal. Multiple pass with CFIC and Positrak for reliability.
Dimensions: Height-3% ' (8.26cm) Width-B-5116 ' (21.08cm) Depth-B%" (22.22cm) (not including cables).

Weight: (including cables) Standard version:5 lbs. 6 oz. (2.44k9)
Origin: Manufactured in the U.S.A.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
-24 VAC 250 watts maxi 1 10 VAC 1200 watts max

S-AV

version:6 lbs. 2 oz. (2.78k9).

